
Minutes:Tsudanuma Toastmasters Club 
**** Club No.1722409, Area B3, Div. D , Dist. 76 **** 

November 21st,  2022, Zoom Meeting 
 

https://zoom.us/j/97607466047?pwd=eHJOMjQzZnBaNDFpMHpURk54V1ZFZz09 

(ID: 976 0746 6047 Passcode: Cm663q) 

19:00 Call to Order --------------------------------------------------------------- TM Tanaka 
            Business Session: the meeting started as usual by the acting pres. Tanaka. 
  (Guest: Area B3 Director, TM Hosaka) 
We had two guests, one for Area Director, Hosaka and other from our sister club, TM 
Tamada who made PS3. And her friend, Zami Chan from Myanmar.  

 Thought of the Evening -----------------------------------------------------------   TM Akazawa 
He reflected on the past Area Evaluation Speech contest, especially about his attendance 
and his performance.  

Word of the Evening (WE) -------------------------------------------------------- TM Kuroda 

She introduced a word, “prominent” and many people managed to use the word several 
times during the speech time. . 

19:15 Toastmaster of the Evening (TD) --------------------------------------- TM Kuroda 

She managed the meeting well by using her past-experience and creative ideas to 
please audience and attracted their attention for the meeting. 

  Helpers: Timer -----------------------------------------------------------TM Tanaka 

                                Grammarian ------------------------------------------------- TM Brian 

   Vote Counter ------------------------------------------------- TM Nishioka 

Each helper explained each role well in the professional manner. 
19:20 Joke Master ------------------------------------------------------------------ TM Takimoto 

She introduced a funny joke on a stupid question by not smart teacher with psychology 
minded.  
19:25 Table Topics Session (Eachspeaker:1-2min+30 sec) -------------- TM Nishioka 
She made current and timely questions on inflation problem, Corona 8th wave, and diet 

and healthy food, so on. speakers made nice and appropriate answers.  
1st  Speaker-------------, 2nd Speaker-------------, 3rd Speaker------------- 
 4th Speaker------------- 
          

        Timer's Report ------------------------------------------------ TM Tanaka 

 
 19:40  Prepared Speech Session 
 
   PS1 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- TM Brian 

As usual, he made a nice philosophical tasted, and precious lesson type speech which 
was very useful for ordinary people like us. One his teaching, for example, success is not 
necessarily materialistic, rather spiritual, merciful feeling, having compassion, caring, and 
giving. Mother Teresa was one of typical examples as she was the happiest person in the 
world and most successful in earning the world fame. He did a good job! 

Free style speech 
 
Title: “SUCCESS AND SOME COPING FACTORS” 
 
Time: 5-7 minutes±.30sec 
 

PS2 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ TM Takamiya 

https://zoom.us/j/97607466047?pwd=eHJOMjQzZnBaNDFpMHpURk54V1ZFZz09


He made a speech on the global warming and explained about COP27 and its 
outstanding issues and problems. He suggested to support people in developing countries 
for their recovery from damages and losses caused by the climate change. He implied it 
was one of most urgent and important issues we have face today. 

Pathways: Engaging Humor: Level 1: Project: Researching and Presenting 

Purpose: The purpose of this project is to learn or review basic research methods                            
and present a well-organized, well-researched speech on any topic. 

Title: ”What is COP 27?” 

Time: 5-7 minutes±.30sec 

 

PS3---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- TM Tamada 

As a guest speaker from the sister club, she made very interesting speech on the benefits 
of inconvenience. She explained by showing  an unique bamboo ruler about paradoxically 
unrealistic matters into realistic matter. She emphasized importance of perception of 
inconvenience, then turn into positive and convenience. To make her story short, she 
emphasized inconvenience are actually source of convenience. In other words, 
inconvenience is the mother of invention or discovery of new convenience. Paradoxically, 
if there is no inconvenience in our life, there would have been no advance and no progress 
at all……it was very humorously beneficial speech??!!   We all enjoyed it! 

Pathways: Engaging Humor: Level 1: Project: Researching and Presenting 

Purpose: The purpose of this project is to learn or review basic research methods                            
and present a well-organized, well-researched speech on any topic. 

Title: ”Benefits of Inconvenience” 

Time: 5-7 minutes±.30sec 

Timer's Report ------------------------------------------------ TM Tanaka 

        
**********************************   Short Break      ********************************** 

 
 
20:15 Evaluation Session (Each Evaluator: 2-3 min±30sec)       

        General Evaluator --------------------------------------------- TM Takayama 
He made very efficient general comments on each items, he provided very useful 
evaluation and improvement points. He made a lot of sense for all members attended in 
the meeting. Especially he was good at the evaluation of each evaluator’s comment. 
He analyzed well about each theam.  
        (1) Evaluation for PS1 ---------------------------------------- TM Akazawa 

        (2) Evaluation for PS2 ---------------------------------------- TM Tanaka 
 (3) Evaluation for PS2 ---------------------------------------- TM Hosaka 



.Each evaluator made fine evaluation for respective speech, pointing out good points in 
details, followed by an improvement point which would be much appreciated by the PS 
speakers. 

Timer's Report ------------------------------------------------ TM Kuroda 

  
  20:35 Report and Award Session 

Word of the Evening Report ----------------------------------------- TM Kuroda 

 Grammarian's Report -------------------------------------------------- TM Brian 

                Vote counter's Report-------------------------------------------------- TM Nishioka 
TP winner : TM Hosaka 
PS winner : TM Tamada 
EV winner: TM Tanaka 
20:45 Adjournment-------------------------------------------------------------------TM Tanaka 

 December 5th Role Assignment - Zoom Meeting  
Had been confirmed by TD 
designate:TM Akazawa 

  

1. Thought of the Evening: 7. Vote Counter: 13: General Evaluator:   

              TM Takamiya           TM Tanaka       TM Kuroda 

2. Word of the Evening: 
              TM Akazawa 

8. Joke Master: 
TM Takamiya 

14.-16: Individual 
Evaluators 

3. Toastmaster of the Day: 
              TM Akazawa 

9. Table Topics: 
TM Tanaka 

14.   IE1 TM Brian 

4.Timer:     TM Takayama 
10. Prepared Speech 1 

TM Takimoto 
15.   IE2 TM Takayama 

5. Grammarian:  TM Brian 
                           

11. Prepared Speech 2 
    TM Nishioka 

16.   IE3  None 

6. UM-AH Counter: Skip 
12: Prepared Speech 3 

     None 
Absentee:  

                       
 

 

 


